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A number of changes in english studies at
the church college of hawaii will be
effective next fall at present the english
language institute is a separate department new administrative structure of
the reading clinic operates independently
and developmental speech for nonnativenon native

chairman Jspeakers of english is taught by the speech
department although NAFSANAPSA reflects the
thinking of many ESL teachers by ELIEUell
recommending in its field service publication courses 101 104 compositiorcomposition

director mike foley courses 111guidelines english language proftciencyproficiency director pa
1971 that a program in english asaaspas a second

language should remain independent of
either english or speech departments the developmental speech reading clin
ethnic mixture of the studentbostudentstudentbodybobodydy at CCH part of ELI courses courses 107

director sidSWin modular formmake this impracticalimpracticajlbecausebecause over half of coordinator brent pickering
our students now use english as ia second
language or dialect As the number of second
language speakers has increased on our
campus it has become necessary to plan
every english class with the needs of these
students in mind and to have one academic
department coordinate the classes which

freshman english course in expositorysatisfy those needs
writing this course is considerconsiderablyaNly different

next year the english department will from its typical mainland counterpart
offer an integrated program of course work however in that it will be a one semester
which will allow a student to move from an four credits daily class accompanied by a
elementary ESL program which includes weekly individual consultation between
developmental speech to an individualized student and teacher instead of an english
intensive reading skills program through an proficiency exam commonly given in
expository writing course to a two semester american colleges during the junior year
program in reading and writing about world CCH will require a two semester world
literature qualified students who test high literature course which emphasizes the
on entrance tests michigan and coopco op development of writing skills enrollment in
reading may eliminate the elementary ESL these courses will not be allowed to exceed
courses and or the reading course twenty two thus allowing the student to

participate in discussions which build kishis
the beginning courses will still be offered oral skills

in twenty day modules with the student
being assigned to conversation vocabulary one of the main goals in combining these
reading grammar and writing classes as programs is to facilitate the coordination of
needed A student will be able thereby to departments which were previously
work at his own pace and test out of this autonomous and only loosely correlated
stage of the program when he is ready with other english studies on campus it

the course in reading skills development should result in the elimination of
will be a one semester class approached unnecessary duplication and confusion for
clinically with comprehension and the international student
vocabulary building receiving the emphasis the next issue of TESL reporter will

upon satisfactory completion of these carry a description of the new BATESL

two phases the student then enters a curriculum at CCH
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